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Since the 1970s, Western historiography has shifted away from the great 
social-economic narrative to historical anthropology, and the research 
of daily life and microhistories, which is usually referred to as the ‘new 
cultural history’. While microhistory research has not reduced the scope 
of analysis, it has not, however, according to the Danish historian Liv 
Egholm, dismissed the study of social and cultural structures that play 
an important role in daily life.1 If we were to glance at the majority of 
studies attributed to microhistorians, we would notice that it is precisely 
social and cultural relations, and their interacting influences and issues 
regarding family and neighbourhood networks, that predominate. 

 A new book in English came out in 2019 devoted to microhistory 
research into social and cultural relations in the Grand Duchy of Lith-
uania (GDL). It should be noted that research in this particular field is 
not completely new for GDL historiography. Aivas Ragauskas, Eugenijus 
Saviščevas, Vaida Kamuntavičienė, David Frick2 and other historians have 
made some attempts at employing the microhistories approach to study 
separate communities, or individual, more interesting cases (‘normal 
exceptions’). In their introduction, the editors of this book, Wioletta 
Pawlikowska and Richard Butterwick, explain rather comprehensively 
why they chose to write ‘microhistories’ in particular: it was a chance 
to analyse and interpret sources that offered material offering varying 

1 L. Egholm, The microhistorical landscape, Microhistory – Towards a New Theo ry of 
History. Netwærk for Historieteori & historiografi, eds. L. Wul, L. Egholm (Københavns, 
2000), p. 6. 

2 A. Ragauskas, Vilniaus miesto valdantysis elitas XVII a. antrojoje pusėje (1662–
1702 m.) (Vilnius, 2002); E. Saviščevas, Apie bajorų gyvenimą, aistras ir mirties bausmę 
XVI a. Žemaitijoje, in:  Istorijos šaltinių tyrimai, Vol. 2  (Vilnius, 2010),  pp. 179–208; 
V. Ka  muntavičienė, L. Šinkūnaitė, Apytalaukio parapija, mikrobendruomenės istorija 
(Kaunas, 2012); D. Frick, Kith, Kin, and Neighbors: Communities and Confessions in 
Seventeenth-Century Wilno (Cornell University Press, 2013). 
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degrees of information. This method allowed the authors to extract 
detailed information about people, a certain place or event. On the 
other hand, as the book’s editors self-critically admit, not all the articles 
met the ‘demands of the genre’ (‘Probably no chapter meets each and 
every criterion demanded of the genre’) (pp. 6–8). Another problem 
the book’s editors note is the aim of breaking out of the boundaries 
imposed by ‘national historiography’, where a one-sided ‘nationalistic’ 
approach to a nation’s ‘own’ history usually dominates (pp. 1–2). In terms 
of its themes, the history of the GDL covers more than one ethnic and 
religious community, so it has always broken through national barriers. 

This book consists of three chapters: City Spaces and Communities, 
Families and Networks, and Texts and Journeys. It goes beyond the bound-
aries of one 21st-century country, and covers the geographical territory 
of the former GDL. An international group of authors was formed. Over 
half the contributing authors (eight out of 15) are Lithuanian histori-
ans: well-known researchers with publications on various topics from 
the history of the GDL, Vaida Kamuntavičienė, Rimvydas Petrauskas, 
Ramunė Šmigelskytė-Stukienė, Jurgita Šiaučiūnaitė-Verbickienė and 
Artūras Vasiliauskas; and the younger historians Neringa Dambrauskaitė, 
Martynas Jakulis and Agnė Railaitė-Bardė. Richard Butterwick, a widely 
recognised researcher into the 18th-century political history of Poland 
and the GDL, and Hanna Mazheika, a young Belarusian historian who 
recently completed her PhD in the United Kingdom, also have articles 
in this book. An article by Dr David Frick, a professor at the University 
of California at Berkeley, who has already presented a detailed view of 
17th-century micro-communities in Vilnius, is also included. In addition, 
the book also features studies by Jakub Niedźwiedź, a historian of Me-
dieval and Modern Age literature of the GDL, Wioletta Pawlikowska, 
an expert on the 16th-century history of the Vilnius Cathedral Curia 
and Chapter, Michał Gochna, a young historian from Poland, and Aleh 
Dziarnovich, a well-known researcher on GDL history from Belarus. It 
appears the book’s editors have continued the narrative tradition of 
researchers hailing from the Grand Duchy’s successor states. In this 
case, it is neither overly oriented towards a ‘nationalistic’ one-sided 
narrative, nor opposed to it. 

Three articles in the first chapter are about social relations in the 
city of Vilnius in the 16th to the 18th centuries. Frick presents a review 
of research sources. The historian selected a familiar topic from his own 
earlier studies (his book about the community of inhabitants of Vilnius 
in the 17th century) about conflicts between citizens and the establish-
ment of a ‘common weal’ in the multi-confessional city. He poses the 
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following questions: what kind of document base would be needed for 
researching this topic, and what strategies and tactics should historians 
choose to realise the aims of their research? He gives an animated 
comparison of sources that historians can find in archives (and even in 
one archive) when analysing, on one hand, different cities of the Holy 
Roman Empire (Augsburg, Munich, Strasbourg, Colmar), and on the other, 
just Vilnius. The article reads like a lecture for future students during 
which they are introduced to the journey awaiting them in searching for 
sources, and the trials and tribulations when selecting material about 
the inhabitants of Vilnius who belonged to the five different confessions 
represented in the city (e.g. he did not find any sources about Uniate 
believers, p. 22). The article also presents an example of the ‘hard work’ 
(intensive cultivation) carried out with archival documents by the Italian 
microhistorians Carlo Ginzburg and Carlo Ponti (pp. 24–25). 

It is true that the topic of reading and interpreting sources is very 
relevant to microhistorians, especially when analysing the ‘silent majority’ 
or the ‘lower classes’, the group of people who rarely left written docu-
ments testifying to their existence or activities. How can the historian 
hear their ‘voices from the past’? Based on the theories of literature 
researchers such as Roland Barthes, Lionel Gossman, Vladimir Propp and 
other academics on reading texts, Natalie Zemon Davis, David Sabean, 
John Smolensky and others3 have dedicated separate studies to guiding 
the whole journey as to how a historian should find and read sources 
(according to Davis, one must ‘peel away the fictional and real layers’) 
in order to establish contact with people living in the past, to be able 
to understand their behaviour, ideas, etc. 

Pawlikowska relates the history of one jurisdiction (jurydyka) be-
longing to the Vilnius Cathedral Chapter at 3 (6) Bernardinų Street in 
Vilnius between 1533 and 1620. She has gathered information about 
all those who rented the premises throughout the 87-year period, how 
they came to live there, how long they stayed, and when they moved 
out. The historian has identified her very detailed work as the ‘chapter’s 
microcosmos’. Readers find out exactly who made up the body of rent-

3 N. Zemon Davis, Fiction in the Archives. Pardon Tales and their Tellers in Sixteenth 
Century France (Stanford, 1988); D. Sabean, ‘Peasant Voices and Bureaucratic Texts: 
Narrative Structure in Early Modern Protocols’, Little Tools of Knowledge: Historical 
Essays on Academic and Bureaucratic Practices, eds. P. Becker, W. Clark (University 
of Michigan Press, 2001), pp. 67–93; J. Smolensky, ‘Hearing Voices: Microhistory, 
Dialogicality and the Recovery of Popular Culture on an Eighteenth-Century Virginia 
Plantation’, in: Slavery & Abolition, 24/1 (2003): 1–23.
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ers; alas, little is said about the building itself, its environs (interior and 
exterior), or the living conditions. Both the sources and the historian 
are quiet on this front. It is a shame that the article is merely reprinted 
from an earlier publication (this is a translation of a Polish article that 
appeared in 2018, see p. 41), yet judging by its topic, it is more suited to 
this book than its initial appearance in the magazine Wschodni Rocznik 
Humanistyczny.

Jakulis, who studied špitolės (szpital, Spital), a kind of hospital/
shelter, in Vilnius from the the 16th to the 18th century in his doctoral 
dissertation,4 takes the opportunity in this book to analyse the Lutheran 
charity system in the 18th century, paying most attention to the recipi-
ents. He uses the rich and rather common sources that microhistorians 
rely on, such as Church registers of births, marriages and deaths, shelter 
registration books, etc. They help trace the origins of the recipients of 
charity, their family structure, life cycles, etc. This choice of research 
strategy is not accidental, as the research subjects of microhistories are 
usually members of a defined social group with unique forms of kinship 
and interrelations between them. Jakulis’ conclusions are not limited 
to exposing just the charitable individuals and the help they provided. 
He notices that the Lutheran charity system helped to strengthen the 
confession itself, by stopping its less wealthy faithful from converting 
to another faith (p. 59). 

Šiaučiūnaitė-Verbickienė discusses a topic she is well acquainted 
with, the Jewish community in the GDL. In this case, she analyses the 
behaviour of city-dwelling Jews in the period of various hardships in the 
second half of the 18th century. The most common accident to befall 
city dwellers was fire. The outcomes of fires as a topic is not new in 
historiography, as it has featured in papers by Elmantas Meilus, Józef 
Śliwiński, Józef Maroszek, Tomasz Naruszewicz, and others.5 On the other 

4 M. Jakulis, Špitolės Vilniuje XVI–XVIII a., doctoral dissertation (Vilnius, 2016).
5 E. Meilus, ‘Žemaitijos Kunigaikštystės miestų ir miestelių gaisrų liustracijos 

(XVIII a. antroji pusė)’, Lietuvos miestų istorijos šaltiniai, eds. Z. Kiaupa, E. Rimša, t. 2 
(Vilnius, 1992), pp. 168–177; J. Śliwiński, ‘Pożary i pogorzelcy w Wielkim Księstwie 
Litewskim w XVI wieku ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem Podlasia i Grodzieńszczyzny 
w świetle Metryki Litewskiej’, Szkice z dziejów społeczno-gospodarczych Podlasia 
i Grodzieńszczyzny od XV do XVI wieku  (Olsztyn, 2005),  pp. 95–132; J. Maroszek, 
‘Pożary w miastach podlaskich do końca XVIII wieku’, Ars historiae – historia artis. 
Prace ofiarowane profesorowi Andrzejowi Wyrobiszowi, ed. E. Dubas-Urwanowicz, 
J. Maroszek (Białystok, 2012), pp. 187–201; T. Naruszewicz, ‘Pożary miast pogranicza 
powiatów grodzieńskiego i kowieńskiego w końcu XVIII w.’, in:  Studia Podlaskie, 
21 (2013), pp. 89–111. 
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hand, in this article, Šiaučiūnaitė-Verbickienė manages to draw attention 
not only to the damage caused by fires and the suffering exacted on the 
arsonists or the city government’s policy, but also the rational economic 
tactics applied by Jews in the event of such accidents: they would simply 
leave their fire-damaged homes, locations or cities, and move elsewhere 
to live (pp. 68–71). This kind of insight is truly interesting. The question 
arises, though, does research of this scope suffice to state that this was 
indeed the rational behaviour of Jews? 

Kamuntavičienė shares her interest in the emergence of the cult of 
the painting of Our Lady of Czestochowa in the Bernardine Church of 
St George the Martyr in Kaunas, and its spread among city dwellers. 
Interestingly, the miraculous powers of this painting became apparent 
in the mid-17th century during the Russian occupation: the painting 
which used to hang in the Raudondvaris chapel started to shed tears 
the moment the Muscovites occupied Vilnius (8 August 1655). The mir-
acles continued until 1706. During this period, a total of 26 miraculous 
events were recorded (pp. 79–80). Based on testimonials about these 
miracles, the historian goes into a detailed analysis of the daily woes 
the inhabitants of Kaunas (the ‘lower classes’) hoped to solve with the 
help of the painting of Our Lady. Such a thorough account reveals the 
‘behind the scenes’ situation regarding the formation of sacred places, 
how ordinary people tried to deal with their daily concerns, and their 
aspirations. Kamuntavičienė rests her findings on Reliacija by the Ber-
nardine Br Aleksėjus Maceina (Macyna). A microhistorical study would 
try to discern between the silent ‘voices’ of the guardian who wrote down 
accounts about the miracles, and the Kaunas locals, focusing attention 
on their culture as a discourse or text. This would have served as an 
additional textological study of the source, allowing readers to get even 
closer to a mental image of the ‘lower classes’ under research. In the 
future, it would be interesting to expand this research, comparing it to 
the spread of the cult of the painting of Our Lady of Czestochowa in 
other countries (e.g. Moravia, Hungary, cities of the former Holy Roman 
Empire, Slovakia),6 and the local population’s daily hopes in asking for 
her mercy. 

The second chapter, Families and Networks, is dedicated to analysing 
the formation of the nobility’s social networks in the GDL. The only 
exception would be Dambrauskaitė’s article, which analyses the lives 

6 J. Nalaskowski OSPPE, E. Bilska, ‘Kult Matki Bożej Jasnogórskiej poza granicami 
Polski’, in: Peregrinus Cracoviensis, 3 (1996), pp. 193–195. 
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of unfree people in manors in the 16th and the first half of the 17th 
century. This orientation towards the estate of nobles is not surprising, 
as in late 20th and early 21st-century historiography of the GDL, apart 
from the burghers, the ‘lower classes’ are cast beyond the boundaries 
of research. The section begins with an article by Rimvydas Petrauskas 
about the aristocracy’s names, and the formation of their surnames 
as a reflection of the individual and their social identity. The late 14th 
and 15th century is a rather early period, and thus offers few sources; 
however, the author is very well acquainted with it on account of earlier 
studies of the formation of the aristocracy in the GDL. He distinguishes 
three stages in the formation of aristocratic names (p. 100): in the first 
stage, after the official Christianisation of the land, the pagan name was 
used along with the Christian name; in the second stage, the name and 
patronymic would be used; and finally, in the third stage, the name and 
inherited family name (surname) were used. 

In her micro-study of the sigillography and heraldry of three gener-
ations of Radziwiłłs (and individual members), Railaitė-Bardė seeks to 
trace how their social status was expressed, as well as certain cultural, 
political and social trends under way in the GDL in the 17th and 18th 
centuries (p. 105). The author has succeeded in her quest. This study 
confirms and supplements some insights already made in her doctoral 
dissertation about the focus of magnate families of the GDL on their 
legendary origins, demonstrating their higher social status through both 
paternal and maternal lines.7 

Vasiliauskas analyses a popular theme in contemporary GDL historiog-
raphy about the formation of the local political elite, which was prompt-
ed by the administrative, military and court reforms of 1564–1566. The 
article’s author bases his work on the political sociology approach, and 
seeks to examine ‘who’ was drawn into the newly forming local nobility 
self-government (dietine) system (p. 132). He has chosen one location, 
the Ukmergė district (powiat) during the reign of Sigismund Vasa, as a 
specific case, since it lends itself well to a detailed and thorough analysis 
thanks to the volume of surviving sources of information. The historian 
traces the careers of several generations of local politicians (from the 
Komorowski, Rajecki and Podlecki families). The analysis could have 
benefited from a broader comparison with the political elite from other 
districts in the GDL. The question arises, whether the ‘political career 

7 A. Railaitė-Bardė, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės kilmingųjų genealoginė sa-
vi monė ir jos atspindžiai XVI–XVIII a., doctoral dissertation (Vilnius, 2013).
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path’ of nobles from the Ukmergė district differed from other districts, 
especially since there are studies on the activities and composition of 
GDL dietines and local courts, making a comparison quite possible.8

Šmigelskytė-Stukienė applies the prosopographical method in her 
research, trying to reconstruct the formation of the bureaucracy in 
the GDL in the second half of the 18th century. She succeeds not only 
in identifying this ‘community of public servants’, but also traces its 
members, their mutual relations, and the group identity that formed. 
The historian limits herself to four institutions within the Lithuanian 
Treasury in 1764–1792 that have rich archives providing information 
about even ‘lower-ranking’ public servants (p. 151). This topic of state 
bureaucraticisation is rather new in GDL political history research, and 
has thus hardly been studied, even though it has attracted much atten-
tion in Western historiography since the late 20th century (pp. 162–163), 
making Šmigelskytė-Stukienė’s research highly commendable. 

As was mentioned earlier, Dambrauskaitė introduces readers to the 
structure of a family of unfree persons bound to a manor or estate, 
the composition of the family, and their living conditions and relations 
with their lords. Even though at the start of her article, she associates 
her work with the microhistorical methodology, which demands paying 
much attention to detailed work with sources, this research should nev-
ertheless be attributed to daily life history or historical anthropology. 
Dambrauskaitė makes note of this as well, presenting her monograh 
(based on her doctoral dissertation) ‘Homes of the Nobility in the Grand 
Duchy of Lithuania in the 16th and the First Half of the 17th Century’.9 
Both the mentioned book (especially Chapter V, which is of most rel-
evance to us) and the article presented in this review were published 
in the same year, presenting almost identical material. Unfortunately, 

8 Vasiliauskas mentions some of the studies of dietines in the GDL in his article. 
Even though it looks at a later period, the following is on a similar issue: R. Jurgaitis, 
Vilniaus seimelio veikla 1717–1795 m., doctoral dissertation (Vilnius 2007). The same 
period as that mentioned in the article was also analysed by: H. Wisner, ‘Sejmiki 
litewskie w czasach Zygmunta III i Władysława IV. Konwokacja wileńska oraz sejmiki 
prezdsejmowe i relacyjne’, in: Miscellanea historico-archivistica, 3 (1989): 51–66; 
K. Mazur, W stronę integracji z Koroną: Sejmiki Wołynia i Ukrainy w latach 1569–1648 
(Warszawa, 2006). In his analysis of the activities of district land courts, Darius 
Vilimas noticed similar trends in the formation of the local political elite: D. Vilimas, 
Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės žemės teismo sistemos formavimasis (1564–1588) 
(Vilnius, 2006); idem, Upytės pavieto žemės teismo elitas ir žemės teismo kasdienybė, 
Iš Panevėžio praeities: Upytės žemei 750 metų (Panevėžys, 2004), pp. 70–91. 

9 N. Dambrauskaitė, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės bajorų namai XVI a.–
XVII a. pirmoje pusėje (Vilnius, 2019), p. 7. 
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the article does not make any reference to the author’s dissertation. This 
in no way reduces its value, however. The historian analyses numerous 
estate inventories, and brings the reader closer to the little-known daily 
life of the inhabitants of an estate. 

Whereas the first two chapters of the book are devoted to an analysis 
of social relations (except for the article by Kamuntavičienė), the third 
chapter Texts and Journeys approaches the cultural field, searching for 
signs and symbols of the epoch, and specific spaces in texts and objects. 
Mazheika gracefully combines the Protestant Radziwills (the Black and 
the Red, Janusz Radziwill) and the Catholic Radziwill the Orphan in her 
article ‘The “Zealous Evangelist” and “Noble Martyr”’ into one narrative, 
relating aspects of Protestant martyrology that came to the GDL from 
England, to the Jesuit version written by the Vilnius Academy rector 
Piotr Skarga. This account reveals the different discourses of separate 
ethnic and confessional groups, allowing readers to grasp how ideas 
were exchanged, and to understand the complexity of cultural relations 
in the second half of the 16th century. 

The Belarusian historian Aleh Dziarnovich presents various texts from 
the 16th to the early 18th century about cannibalism in the GDL. We 
would probably never find a more thorough presentation of literature on 
this theme in one place. It is not just a presentation of different types of 
works or extracts from books, but also an attempt to analyse this material 
through the cultural anthropology spectrum. I believe, however, that there 
could have been a more comprehensive culturological analysis (limited 
perhaps by the scope of the article, or the as yet incomplete research). 

The literature historian Jakub Niedźwiedź discusses the itinerarium 
of the pilgrimage to the Holy Land made in 1680 by Stanislovas Samuelis 
Šemeta, a young noble from the GDL, who was around 25 years old. The 
itinerarium was published in 1979, and is well known to both literature 
researchers and historians. These are a traveller’s notes, which could 
be attributed to a specific genre of writing, travel journals, descriptions 
and travel guides. This literary genre appeared in the GDL from the late 
16th century. On the other hand, the travel journal was enriched with 
several hundred poems written by Šemeta himself (pp. 205–206). The 
aim of Niedźwiedź’s research is not only to work out what this traveller 
from the GDL, a ‘Polish-Sarmatian’ (p. 207) Samogitian noble wrote 
about Poland, but also what ‘cultural and literary filters’ he used in his 
descriptions, thereby trying to trace his perception of space. Interestingly, 
both Niedźwiedź and Milda Kvizikevičiūtė, in her doctoral dissertation 
defended at Vilnius University in 2019 about travel writing in the GDL 
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from the second half of the 16th to the 18th century10 (she did not discuss 
Šemeta’s journal), make the same conclusion: for the most part, travellers’ 
notes consisted of rather standard descriptions of urban spaces, natural 
and sacred places (pp. 210–213). Note that in Niedźwiedź’s research, we 
can also find traces of an analysis of multicultural (Polish-Lithuanian 
mental differences and similarities) interaction. This is a particularly 
relevant topic to contemporary historians, such as in the so-called global 
microhistory works by, for example, Zemon Davis or John-Paul Ghobrial.11 

One of the important aims of microhistorians is to show the dy-
namics of the events they are analysing, which is why they usually use 
sources that are somehow related to conflict situations, criminal activity 
or other felonies. Butterwick chose the uprising of 1794. A launch-pad 
source he refers to is the discovery of the proclamation by Canon Si-
monas Waraskas (Szymon Waraska) in the Wroblewski Library of the 
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences to priests from the Alvitas deanery in 
the Diocese of Vilnius. Using this and other sources, he analyses com-
munication problems between the religious and secular authorities, and 
the special features of parish propaganda. It is like looking at the field 
through a microscope, where the author notices a number of otherwise 
overlooked details. He gives a detailed account of what happened and 
what the outcomes were (information about people, places and events). 
Butterwick’s material is supplemented by the route taken by Waraska’s 
courier to different parish centres compiled by Gochna (pp. 235–236). 

In summary, it can be said that the book Social and Cultural Relations 
in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Microhistories is an important step in 
research into the social and cultural history of the GDL, presented on 
an international level. It is also the first collective attempt at analysing 
separate cases, places, people and communities in the history of the GDL 
through the microhistory prism. While not all the book’s authors rely 
on this methodological approach, each reader is sure to find subjects 
of interest in GDL history. 

Rita Regina Trimonienė
Institute of Regional Development, Šiauliai University

10 M. Kvizikevičiūtė, Vakarų Europa XVI a. antrosios pusės – XVIII a. Lietuvos Di-
džiosios Kunigaikštystės kelionių raštijoje, doctoral dissertation (Vilnius, 2019), p. 176.

11 N. Zemon Davis, Trickster Travels: A Sixteenth-Century Muslim Between Worlds 
(New York, 2006); J.-P. Ghobrial, ‘The Secret Life of Elias of Babylon and the Uses of 
Global Microhistory’, in: Past & Present, 222/1 (2014), pp. 51–93; idem, ‘Moving Stories 
and What They Tell Us: Early Modern Mobility between Microhistory and Global His-
tory’, in: Past & Present, 242/14 (2019), pp. 243–280.
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